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COVID-19 THROUGH CARES ACT
FUNDING ALLOCATION

RESPOND

CHALLENGE
County officials across the U.S. have faced continued pressure to contain the spread
of COVID-19 since the outbreak last spring. That pressure is mounting due to the
ongoing drive to keep businesses open and the start of the 2020 school year. Testing
is a major component of managing the pandemic and a significant trigger to
securing government funding. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security
(CARES) Act Coronavirus Relief Fund (CRF) provides a number of funding
opportunities to offset costs related to virus containment and many counties have
already received CRF allocations that can be applied to enable expanded testing.
To ensure these funds are used in the most efficient and impactful manner, county
officials often must evaluate multiple initiatives proposed by local healthcare entities.
These evaluations can be complex because the initiatives themselves are intricate, the
funding eligibility requirements are rigorous, and the participating entities are often
competitive. These dynamics can create obstacles to effective decision-making that
delay implementation of critically needed testing systems and staff resources.

Our experts stand ready to help.
We’re here to help lead your
organization or community through
the COVID-19 global crisis.
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One way counties have been able to fast-track the funding request evaluation and
decision process is to enlist trusted healthcare and CARES funding experts to help
prioritize projects, find efficiencies, eliminate duplication, and most importantly
resolve stakeholder conflict. A good example of how expert guidance helped forge
a best option proposal for streamlining expanded COVID testing is the recent
collaboration between Jefferson County, Alabama, the county’s Department of
Health (JCDH) and The University of Alabama Birmingham (UAB).
In May 2020, Jefferson County was awarded $115 million in CRF funds. The County
enlisted Witt O’Brien’s to evaluate proposals from both the JCDH and UAB to
determine the best allocation of funds for COVID-19 testing expansion. Expert
collaboration between Jefferson County, Alabama, the county’s Department of
Health (JCDH) and The University of Alabama Birmingham (UAB) forged a bestoption proposal to streamline increased COVID-19 testing.
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RESILIENCE DELIVERED
The County, in collaboration with our experts, continue to
deliver guidance in critical areas as COVID-19 spreads.
Their allocation of the CARES Act funding has allowed
County officials, JCDH and UAB to enhance protective
measures along with testing measures in order to limit
exposure and spread of the virus. To ensure the funds are
used in an efficient and impactful manner, County officials
evaluated multiple initiatives proposed by local healthcare
entities.
FINDING THE BEST OPTIONS
Witt O’Brien’s CARES experts brought a clear
understanding what programs and costs are eligible for
CRF funding. The team determined that one of the
proposed programs (focused on chronic wellness) did not
fall within CRF eligibility parameters, so the program was
set aside.
Healthcare experts on the team prioritized the projects
based on how well they will help achieve the desired
health outcomes – in this case, reduce virus transmission
and infection rates. Using that lens, they opted to remove a
COVID-19 antibody testing element and focus funding on
increasing COVID-19 infection testing capacity. Removing
ineligible and low-impact programs helped the County
focus on the best option for achieving testing expansion.
CREATING A COHESIVE APPROACH
Witt O’Brien’s moved quickly to bring JDCH and UAB
laboratories together to work through functional, financial,
and compliance issues. Having an objective expert serve
as a facilitator allowed each entity to drop their defenses
and stop working at against one another. Together, they
were able to arrive at a reasoned decision that played to
each other’s strengths, so their contributions complement
rather than compete.
In time, the two stakeholders moved toward a cohesive
approach. JCDH recognized their reliance on UAB’s testing
capacity and its ability to expand mobile field testing and
endorsed parts of the UAB proposal for rapid approval to
expedite testing.
ENSURE FEDERAL AUDIT COMPLIANCE
All programs and budgets submitted for federal public
assistance funding consideration must be cost-reasonable
in accordance with the Office of Management and Budget
financial principles. The urgency COVID-19 containment
has created often results in program budgets being
developed so quickly that they lack the in-depth review
and documentation required to identify and address
potential compliance red flags.
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What ensues is generally over-budgeting, including duplicate
activities, unwarranted charges, and inefficient allocation of
salaried staff to tasks that can be performed at a lower cost.
The County asked Witt O’Brien’s CARES Act experts to review
proposal budgets to find and resolve problematic
expenditures. One such audit identified a $50-per-test
surcharge above and beyond the overhead costs associated
with performing the tests. The surcharge translated into a
$2.5 million unsourced cost for the program period that would
have invariably been disallowed by federal auditors.
Witt O’Brien’s worked with the stakeholders to revise the
budget and ensure all proposed costs were valid.
Witt O’Brien’s was able to help the stakeholders balance out
the testing task-to-expense ratios and develop proposal
narratives justifying the need for higher-salaried providers
with specialized skills and for paying higher salaries for new
hires based on a competitive marketplace for qualified
professionals.
GET THE BEST DEAL
Witt O’Brien’s leveraged our experience working across a
broad base of healthcare clients to help Jefferson County
select an equipment vendor with the best performing testing
platform plus the capacity to scale. The team also knew that
academic healthcare institutions like UAB were being
prioritized by testing equipment manufacturers to receiving
equipment in two-to-four months – half the standard delivery
time. This made it easy for all of the stakeholders to agree on
funding the UAB equipment purchase.
BUILD A FOUNDATION FOR FUTURE FUNDING
In the event that Congress opts to appropriate more funding
to help pay for expanded COVID-19 response, the foundation
being established in Jefferson County will put the County
ahead of the curve. They will have a deeper understanding of
how to structure proposals and a strong basis for collaboration
to eliminate roadblocks in securing funding approval.
Witt O’Brien’s offered tools and templates to streamline
program development, so when future programs are set up
the planning and critical infrastructure development will be in
place and additional funding can go directly to scaling up
response and containment activity.

Working with an experienced, trusted advisor helped
Jefferson County bring all of the participants together and
work through issues to arrive at an optimized, efficient and fair
approach that met program goals, satisfied everyone’s needs,
and provided the highest benefit to the community.
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